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LYRIC MONTGOMERY KINARD 
                                              
 

 
 

wwwlyrickinard.com 
 

My goal as an artist is to remind humanity of the strength it possesses. In a world where 
too often, the images we feed ourselves are full of violence and fear, I strive to uplift. In a 
many-layered process I gather intriguing materials both old and new. I marvel as plain 
cloth is transformed as it absorbs dye and paint. The meditative process of mark making 
with thread allows me to truly see and understand my materials and physically connect 
with my subject. Slowly order emerges from disarray, beauty from chaos. 
 
The tactile nature of cloth, its texture, richness and malleability are what have drawn me 
to this medium. Fabric has a history almost as old as humankind; from birth to death we 
wrap ourselves in cloth.  It brings us comfort and protection. It defines our individual 
identities. 
 
Quilts hold a particular fascination for me. During a time when creative women were 
restricted from becoming artists, quilts became an acceptable means of expression; works 
of art imbedded in an object of utility. The cloth I layer and stitch is freed from utility. 
My cloth becomes a statement about the role of women, about the world around, us and 
our vital place in it. 
 
 

Biography 
Lyric Montgomery Kinard is an award-winning artist with a passion for sparking the 
creativity that she knows each of her students posses. With playful support and gentle 
encouragement she will take you through your first steps on a new path, seeing the world 
through the eyes of an artist. As an artist, author, and educator she transforms cloth into 
art in her studio and timid spirits into confident creators in the classroom. 
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Lyric was recognized for her talents as the 2011 International Association of Professional 
Quilters Teacher of the Year and is the author of the book Art + Quilt: design principles 
and creativity exercises. She has written extensively for Quilting Arts Magazine, 
appeared on Quilting Arts TV, and has two DVD Workshops, Surface Design Sampler 
Platter, and Bead It Like You Mean It. She has studied with many well-known textile 
artists around the country and continues to expand her skills in the area of surface design. 
She has a BA in English Literature from the University of Utah and has also formally 
studied music and architecture. She currently lives in Cary, North Carolina with her 
husband and some of their five children. 
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CLASSES AND SUPPLIES 
 
 

#106 – BEAD IT LIKE YOU MEAN IT 
Wednesday  March 27,  2019 

All Levels 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                       
 
 
 

Learn the basics of beading on fabric.  Add beads of all shapes and sizes to your quilts 
and wearable art, easily and after you are done quilting. Here’s the prize: no knots or 
mess on the back! Learn to embellish in a way that adds to the overall design instead of 
looking like an afterthought. 
Students will create a small fabric collage on batting, learn different beading techniques, 
and choose to create a small art-quilt or a book cover. Techniques will also be taught for 
applying beads to clothing. 
 
Skill level: all levels 
Optional kits: $25.00 
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Supply List: 
• Fabric scissors 
• Small shallow bowl or container to keep beads in (“Altoid” type tins work well) 

 
Buy a kit from Lyric ($25) There is no need to reserve a kit, Lyric will bring plenty 
Or Bring: 
 
• Seed beads: size 6 
• Seed beads: sizes 11, 15, & 6  
• OR – beads that your eyes can see and any needle that will fit through their holes! 
• Bugle beads 
• Cabochon, button (no shank) or flat bead, about 20mm diameter 
• Long appliqué needle size 11 
• Batting, 8”x10” or fat quarter sized 
• Wonder-under, 8”x10” or 1/4 yard 
• Fabric for quiltlet or book cover, 2 fat quarters (hand dyed or plain shows off the beads 

best!) 
• Nymo or Sylamide beading thread to match your beads or background fabric 

 
Optional:  
• Any interesting beads or embellishments you might have 
• Thimble and needle threader 
• Thread snips 
• Rubber finger from an office supply store, helps pull your needle 
• Lamp or magnifying lamp and extension cord 

 

 
 
If you want to make a book-cover from the kit you will need to bring a small book. If 
you can gift wrap it with a piece of notebook paper, it is small enough. 
4″ x 6″ hardbound sketchbooks will be available for purchase from Lyric for $6.00 each. 
Cabochons and other individual supplies will also be available. 
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#206 – PLAYFUL PORTRAITURE: 
making faces 

Thursday, March 28, 2019 
All Levels 

 

 
 

Come spend a playful day learning the secrets of making faces, from whimsical and 
cartoon-like to accurately proportioned portraits. You will discover that it isn’t nearly as 
hard as you imagined. Learn very simple formulas and use technology as a tool as you 
get seriously silly with your selfies. 
 
 
Supplies: 
§ Quart sized ziplock bag of scraps to share: small-scale tone on tone prints, batiks, 

and neutrals, dark/med/light of one color, plus a few yarns and embellishments for 
hair 

§ Fabric scissors, paper scissors 
§ Glue sticks and wet wipes (to clean glue off hands) 
§ A couple yards of baking parchment or silicone press sheets 
§ 1 yard of Wonder-Under or your favorite fusible web (not Heat-n-Bond)- (unless 

you’ve pre-fused your fabrics) 
§ Sketchbook or plain paper, pencil, eraser, sharpie 
§ 8x10ish scrap of solid black fabric, and a fairly dark mostly solid 
§ Fat quarter each of two almost solid light colors 
§ Half a fat quarter of a-little-bit-less-light almost solid 
§ Half a fat quarter of a medium almost solid (or any wild thing that will work for 

hair) 
§ Optional: mini-iron and pressing surface 
§ Optional: small light box/table and tracing paper if you do not have a tablet 
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We will be spending time learning how these digital tools can make your face-making 
easier. If you do not have a tablet but do have a smart phone, download the apps anyway. 
If you have neither – you can learn how to make patterns from pictures “old school!” 
with pictures I bring for you. 
 
Optional but strongly encouraged:  
iPad or Tablet with the following apps loaded: Snapseed, Paper Camera, Adobe Draw 
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#306 – THE ELEMENTS OF ART FOR 
QUILTERS 

(Dimensional applique)  
Friday,  March 29, 2019 

All Levels 
 

 
 

 
Kick-start your creativity and learn about the basic elements of good design through a 
series of short, hands-on exercises. Learn why some colors fizz while others explode, 
why some quilts calm and some excite. A few simple tools from the artists kit will help 
you take your work, whether traditional or contemporary, to the next level. 
 
Students will discuss some of the basic principles of design including focal point, line, 
texture, color, shape and motion. Quick, hands-on exercises will help the student to 
understand and implement these principles in their own artwork.  
 
Skill level: All levels 
Supply Fee: none 
 
Supplies 
§ 8” x 10” (or around that size) sketchbook (spiral bound is easiest) 
§ quart sized zip-loc bag of scrap fabric that you don’t mind sharing include some 

neutrals (white, creme, beige), any fibers, or papers are welcome. These will be cut 
up and shared – don’t bring precious stuff! 

§ glue stick 
§ baby wipes (to get glue off fingers) 
§ scissors 
§ pencil 

Optional 
§ digital camera 
§ Art + Quilt: design principles and creativity exercises by Lyric Kinard 
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§ Or E-book of Art +Quilt can be found at http://www.interweavestore.com/art-quilt-design-ebook 
 
 
 

 
The exercises are done by gluing fabric shapes directly into a sketchbook 
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#406 – ABSTRACT-A-LICIOUS 
a day of creative fun and freedom! 

Saturday,  March 30, 2019 
All Levels 

 
 
                    

                      
                                                          
 

 
 

If you’ve looked with hidden longing over an imaginary wall to the world of art quilts but 
don’t know where to start, this is the class for you. Lyric will gently guide you through 
simple and concrete design exercises designed to help you create ideas for original 
abstract quilts. Doodles will be scribbled, eyes and minds will be opened, fun will be had. 
 
 
Abstraction: Freedom from representational qualities in art. Taking away or removing 
characteristics from something in order to reduce it to a set of essential characteristics. 
 
Abstract-a-licious: Freedom from pressure or the need to make it real. Removing fear 
and the need for perfection in order to enlarge the artist’s essential joy in creation. 
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You will learn the basics of fused collage as you assemble your quilt top. Even students 
who have never created their own designs before will end the day with at least one small 
and uniquely original art quilt top. 
 
Skill level: All levels 
Supply Fee: none 
 
Supply List: 
§ Pencil, eraser, sharpie 
§ Plain paper (8×10 or larger sketchbook preferred) 
§ Tracing paper (at least 15 sheets) 
§ Paper scissors, fabric scissors 
§ 2 Glue sticks (any kind, make sure they are not dried up) 
§ Wipes (to clean off sticky fingers) 
§ 1 yard regular weight Wonder-Under or Misty-Fuse 
§ Quart sized zip-loc bag FULL of fabric scraps to share with the class 
§ Three fat quarters to share with the class (think “backgrounds”) 
§ Baking parchment – about 2 yards (coordinate ahead of time and share with your 

friends) 
 Optional: 
§ Mini iron & pressing board 

 
Class Outline:  
 
Morning - introductions, mini-lectures about design elements, sharing fabric. 
A number of easy and concrete exercises will be introduced. Each is designed to help you 
create numerous “thumbnails” or design ideas. Before lunch break you will choose one to 
develop into a “study.”  
Afternoon - fusing basics, design choices, basic elements of art and design.  
Creating art quilts tops, lots of analysis and design decision making skills will be taught.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 


